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GabeChanHy Presents: 

    GK999 News 
Issue #2, 7/2/19 

 

 

The gigantic melon 
and pumpkin farm 
made by ZForce24 
and 
EveThePuffy.The 
former came on for 
an interview.

 
From left to right: 
[VIP] ZForce24 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Opening words 
 

  

An automated farm built by 
ZForce24 and EveThePuffy, 
houses touch-sensitive pistons 
and a storage system. It is very 
efficient in its work.  

Q: What is this? 
A: A melon/pumpkin farm. 
 
Q: How does it work? 
A: Touch sensitive pistons are installed. 
When the pumpkins or melons grow, they 
are cut off and are collected in the 
hoppers below. 
 
Q: What blocks did you use? 
Glass, dirt, pistons, redstone, glowstone, 
and much more! 
 
 

Q: How old is it? 
A: 3 months old. 
 
Q: What makes it unique? 
A: Well, its very efficient. I earn up to 3 
stacks of emeralds a day! 
 
Q:What tips do you have for newbie 
farmers? 
A: Its not hard. Its just time. If you have the 
blocks as well. If you cant, see ilmonogs’s 
farm. 

   

 

Important 
Info: 
 
Next issue will 
contain 
Colonel_Steiner’s 
jail. Stay tuned! 
 
 
Please ask for an 
ad if you need 
one. Promotes 
trade and its free. 
 
 
 
-GabeChanHy 

Asking players 
what they like 
about the 
server. 
 
 
Written by Mirjam Nilsson 

URBANCHAOSE: 
My favourite part is 
how the GK999 is 
how the friendly the 
community is, 
helping each other 
out with almost 
everything. 
 
JackDragonGem: I 
enjoy how simplistic 
the gamemode is, its 
not too 
overwhelming. 
 
GabeChanHy: My 
favourite part about 
the server is that 
they are friendly, 
good place to 
socialize and its fun,  

 
 
Featured people: 
(From top to bottom) 
[VIP] ZForce24 I interviewed many people 

in the vast server and 
asked for their favourite 
parts/what they enjoy 
about the server.  
(Idea credit: 
JackDragonGem) 

Colonel_Steiner
’s AD: 
Looking for 
talented 
builders to build 
a battleship 
canvas on the 
Creative Server. 
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